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Figure 1: Imaging-Mie Images at different times during a

layered growth process in an Argon-Acetylene plasma.

Low pressure reactive plasmas are

widely used to create nanocrystals and

nanostructured surface layers. Due to

the specific conditions in such plasmas,

the created structures can have features

which are unique for the plasma pro-

cessing. Our research focuses on the

question, how the nanoparticles influ-

ence the plasma conditions and create

instabilities in an rf driven parallel plate

reactor. During the growth of nanoparti-

cles in an Argon-Acetylene plasma we have to face a multi component plasma, which contains

numerous kind of negative and positive ions, all contributing to the growth of the particles.

Using techniques like imaging Mie [1], the spatio-temporal evolution of the particles can be

investigated in detail. Fig 1 shows the inter electrode gap of an Argon discharge with constant

Acetylene admixture of 5% for increasing time from Fig. 1(a) to Fig. 1(d). When the Acetylene

flow is switched off and a plasma simply composed out of nanoparticle, Argon-ions and elec-

trons can be established, a well defined situation is created. Simple enough to get answers on

questions about the charge of the nanoparticles and the plasma density. Depending on the de-

tailed processing of the Acetylene dense particle clouds with particles of different sizes can be

created. Such a dusty plasma, which has dust densities around 5 · 1013m−3 shows strong wave

activity, namely dust-density waves (DDW). These waves in combination with a fluid model can

be used to get 2d information about the plasma conditions [2]. Imaging techniques are needed

to understand complicated processes like radial dust ejections in magnetized dusty plasmas.
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